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44th wedding anniversary quotes

Paper is the traditional first anniversary gift, and watches are the modern go-to. Here, creative takes on both, plus a few unexpected delights in between. 1 of 20 Ralph Lauren Art Deco Athena Clock 2 of 20 Hermès Perfumed Paper Origami Horse 3 by 20 Michael Kors Jaryn Gold-Tone Watch Set 4 of 20 Lucky Series
Prints, Set of 5 5 of 20 Modern Cuckoo Clock 6 of 20 Monogrammed Leather Love Book 7 of 20 Brilliant Heart Crystal Decor 8 of 2 0 Mikasa Winslet 5-Piece Porcelain Set 9 of 20 Waterford Lismore Pops Crystal Roasting Flute Pair 10 by 20 Patricia Nash Short Print Leather Passport Holder 11 of 20 Jonathan Adler
Brass Tic-Tac-Toe Set 12 of 20 Scott Thrift's The Current Clock 13 of 20 Personal LoveBook Starts at $40, LoveBook 14 of 20 Nautical Clock 15 of 20 Graphic Image Leather Watch Roll 16 of 20 Magnetic Hourglass 17 of 20 Brown Leather Lock Journal 18 of 20 Imm Living Big-Top Golden Balloon Dog Bookend 19 of 20
Smythson Grosvenor Photo Album 20 of 20 Tiffany Chelsea Bar Weometer May Be parents, worry about our college kids and young adults, but we are romantic souls too. And a 35th wedding anniversary is a big deal. So if you're looking for ideas for that 30th wedding anniversary celebration, look no further. Here are
half a dozen great ideas for 35th anniversary parties, from a classic coral party to a retro disco bash and honeymoon-inspired parties. Photo courtesy of Craig Toron, Stock.Xchng Photos Traditionally 35th wedding anniversaries are associated with corals, which are not only a beautiful color, but a motif that evokes the
sea. So why not use corals as a theme for an anniversary party? Here's how... Santorini, Greece. Photo courtesy of Chris, Stock.Xchng Photos Another honeymoon is a nice way to celebrate a wedding anniversary, especially when it's a big one, like the 35th. But if you want to celebrate with friends and family, whisking
everyone out to Greece, Tuscany or Hawaii will be more than a bit pricey. So why not use this honeymoon destination as inspiration for an anniversary party at home? This Greek feast includes wonderful little plates fare, a little sirtaki music - and maybe some Abba - and lots of fun. Photo courtesy of Victor Iglesias,
Stock.Xchng Photos Celebrate with an anniversary party reminiscent of your dating heyday, back in the days of disco. The cheerful, retro fun of a 1970's or '80s themed party evokes the days when hair was big, fashion screaming and the music incredible - and you were falling in love. So moonwalk with your treasure,
groove to Madonna and remember that girls - and boys - just want to have fun. Here's how &lt;a href= amp;gt;you can throw that retro disco part&lt;/a&gt;. An Italian party. iStock Photo Ah, bella Italia... these days in Venice, Venice, or Capri was divine on your honeymoon. Now they will inspire this 35th anniversary
celebration, from the food - salumi, antipasto and Prosecco, anyone? - to the music. It will be amore actually. Hula dancers at sunset. iStock Photo Hawaiian shirts, grass skirts, coconut bras - and fabulous fruity cocktails. Is there anything more fun than a Hawaiian luau? Celebrate your anniversary in tropical style with tiki
torches, teriyaki and ukulele melodies. Then take the hula lessons. The iconic Las Vegas sign. iStock Photo What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas? Not if you met there, married there or stayed on honeymoon in the dazzling desert city. Then came the glorious love affair, too. So celebrate your big 35th anniversary
with a Las Vegas-style anniversary celebration at home, complete with casino games, eclectic soundtrack, and even a philanthropic twist. iStock Photo Remember photo booths? You climbed in, the camera flashed a few times, and voila, an old-school photo strip emerged with four funny pictures. The retro cabins are
making a big comeback. They show up for weddings, grad night parties, proms, and other bashes where they not only snap photos, they provide hours of amusement. And they're also perfect for 30th wedding anniversary celebrations. You can rent one, but it's even more fun to make your own. The fourth wedding
anniversary is traditionally known as the fruit and flowers anniversary, according to About.com. More modern interpretations consider it an anniversary dedicated to the gifts of appliances. Due to fruit and flowers theme for the fourth wedding anniversary, traditional gifts include bouquets of flowers, recreations of the
bride's wedding bouquet and fruit baskets. If you go the more modern route, possible gifts include kitchen appliances, hair grooming items and home appliances. Traditionally, the first anniversary is known as the paper anniversary, the two-year anniversary as the cotton anniversary and the third as the leather
anniversary. The idea of giving specific gifts tied to the anniversary dates back to the Middle Ages. Some good prayers for a 50th anniversary include prayers thanking God for the many years the couple enjoyed together, such as the 50th anniversary Dinner Prayer, Wedding Anniversary Prayer of Blessing and Wedding
Anniversary Prayer. Prayers for a 50th wedding anniversary also should encourage the couple to continue to grow in patience and understanding and to enjoy life's simple pleasures as they continue on life's journey. The 50th anniversary Dinner Prayer begins by declaring that the group joined to celebrate the couple's
anniversary. Next, the prayer celebrates the many things that the couple achieved during their many years of marriage. The prayer speaks of the many challenges the couple endured during their marriage, but then that God, through challenges, maintained the couple's marriage. This prayer ends by asking God to
continue to protect the couple. Another prayer for a 50th anniversary celebration is Wedding Anniversary Prayer blessing. This prayer is reminiscent of the day the couple first got married. It thanks God for sustaining the couple through the good and bad things that happened in life. The prayer asks God to increase the
couple's understanding of each other in the years to come, and the poem quotes Bible verses that resemble a married couple to a single flesh. It continues to pray that God allows the couple to remember the many positive attributes of love, including that love is not jealous and does not boast. In Wedding Jewel, the
prayer wants a blessing for the couple. The prayer prays that the couple receives joy and a deeper love. The prayer invokes blessings for the couple's family. Finally, the prayer wishes that the couple will eventually find happiness in heaven. Anouk de Maar/Cultura/Getty Images While most married couples only celebrate
certain years, like the 25th or 50th wedding anniversary, each wedding anniversary is represented by a symbolic gift. Traditionally gifts given or exchanged in the early years of marriage are practical household items to help the newlyweds to create a better home. While traditional gifts are still given today, a more modern
gift set is conceived to be on par with modern times. According to About.com, paper, which symbolizes strength that comes from the woven connection of the paper's individual threads, is the traditional gift for the first wedding anniversary. A watch that symbolizes eternal time is the modern version of this gift. In recent
years, more luxurious gifts are given or exchanged. The 10th anniversary is the first major milestone in a marriage. Traditional gifts are tin, aluminum or white steel, and its modern equivalent is diamond jewelry. The givings are a symbol of the flexibility and durability of marriage. Silver means the brilliance and radiance
of a quarter-century of union, while gold marks half a century of a beautiful, strong and pliable married life. Diamond not only represents the solidity and intensity of the 60th anniversary, but it also symbolizes the couple's enduring and invincible love for each other. Fifteen years together as a couple is an important
milestone. Crystal is the traditional gift for a 15th wedding anniversary. It represents the clear and sparkling love between husband and wife. The modern gift is glass or a watch, which many believe to be a symbol of the time you have had – and plan to have – together.  Many spouses feel challenged when it comes to
choosing either a traditional or modern gift on this particular occasion. Handing over a Timex may seem less than romantic, no matter how beautiful it is. Here are a few to help you make up for tradition – or modern tradition – in a loving way.  Crystal has a reputation for being delicate and requires careful handling. That's
true in some cases, not so true in others. Crystal can be a dazzling reminder of the love you've shared for 15 years, a love that's robust enough to last another 15. For example, a crystal paperweight is more solid than it is delicate. The same can be said of a crystal ball - and just think of the fun you can have with this
association. More delicate crystal ideas include stems, bells, decanters, and vases. You can even fill the vase with flowers.   Gran/Margot Cavin Watches come in all shapes and sizes, from those that hang on a wall to those sitting on a table or desk or securely tight around the wrist. Think of the time you have spent
together and the many years ahead that you want to spend together, and you will understand the meaning of clocks in every form of this anniversary. A handy watch that he will love and really use can be perfect, too. Consider one that is designed to wear during water sports, golf, or some other hobby. Most fitness
monitors include time as well as tracking exercise. A watch can even dang from your spouse's neck on a nice gold or silver chain.  Gran/Margot Cavin It's not just about crystal and watches. Three gems are commonly associated with 15th anniversary tradition: ruby, grenade, and alexandrit. If crystal and watches do not
appeal to you, consider jewelry. In keeping with rubies and grenades, the official color of a 15th anniversary is red, although alexandrit is known to change color. They only turn red at night, but it can also be fun.   Spruce / Margot Cavin The traditional flower for this anniversary is the rose, preferably a red. In the language
of flowers, roses represent passion, love and perfection.  Illustration: © Gran, 2019 Now that you have found out the giftes, you are of course toasting with red wine – in the new crystal stalks. Maybe you want to buy a crystal clock together instead.  You can even cover all your bases with a well-planned gift for two. Fill a
crystal box with a love poem or note, a little romantic book, love coupons, or a picture of you two. You may want to put together a roadmap that describes a trip the two can take together to a place known for its clocks and crystal. Switzerland and Italy come to mind.  Mind. 
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